This is a preview of what's new in D2L version 10.2. You'll see a new user interface that has streamlined navigation for you and your students. The new design provides consistency without changing how you use the tools with which you're familiar.

Welcome to your new My Home page:

Let's start with the Minibar, at the top of the page:

The Minibar appears on every page of the system, allowing you to easily access your courses and settings from anywhere.

- My Home is in the same location.
- The "My Courses" list is now at the top of the page, as "Select a Course."
- You can use a Search box to find courses, or
• Sort courses by “last accessed” or “course name.”
• Pin your favorites to the top by clicking the pushpin icon beside the course name. This makes the course appear at the top of the list, always.
• My Settings functions are now under your name, on the Minibar.

Below the minibar is a navbar with your personal tools on the left and system tools on the right. Note that faculty and students now have a System Check link to check their personal technology with D2L’s requirements.

The My Home page now has five widgets. The News is now News/Announcements and is still at the head of the page. You now have a My Task List tool that lets you create your own to-do list, with due dates and checkboxes.

On the right, you’ll see familiar widgets, except that the calendar is now a list instead of a grid.
Course Home
Let's choose a course to see your new Course Home page.

Notice that the name of your course is now in the Minibar. This is the same as your Course Home button was, to take you back to the Course Home Page.

The blue navbar has been streamlined for consistency of navigation and user tracking.

To be more intuitive, your News has been renamed News/Announcements.

Your Calendar is automatically populated with your due dates, when you set them.

The Content Browser is now “Course Map.” All of your course content and activities will need to be linked here, using the Course Builder. **This will be the students’ only point of access to your course content and activities** because those buttons no longer appear on the navbar.

From the Course Map, you can:
• navigate all course material in order by using the back and forward arrows.
• edit content and activities from the Course Map, once you’ve placed them there using Course Builder.
Edit Course
Edit Course is where you'll access all of your course tools. These icons should all look familiar, except they've never been all on one page before now.

Some convenient new features include:

- Dropbox
  - You now have a Start date, Due Date, and End Date.
• Discussions
  o You can require a post before a student sees any other posts.

• Grades
  o You can access a student’s submission, posting, etc., from the gradebook screen